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NEW QUESTION: 1
Your database is running in ARCHIVELOG mode. You use RMAN to
take image copies and you update these copies incrementally
every six hours. After a regular maintenance task, when you
attempt to restart the instance, it halts in MOUNT state with
an error indicating that one of the data files belonging to the
EXAMPLE tablespace is lost.
You want to recover the data file as quickly as possible while
maximizing availability for the database.
Examine the possible steps involved in the recovery process:
1. Mount the database.
2. Take the data file offline.
3. Bring the tablespace online.
4. Use the RMAN SWITCH command to switch to the image copy.
5. Recover the tablespace.
6. Open the database.
7. Use the RMAN RESTORE command to switch to the image copy.
Identify the correct sequence of the required steps.
A. 2, 6, 4, 5, 3
B. 2, 4, 5, 3, 6
C. 2, 7, 5, 3
D. 1, 2, 7, 5, 3, 6
E. 1, 2, 4, 6, 3
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which two actions are performed at the aggregation layer?
(Choose two.)
A. traffic classification

B. port security
C. fast convergence
D. route summarization
E. packet filtering
Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 3
At which stage of the Just Right IT (JRIT) maturity model would
a customer generally make IT performance a priority?
A. Enterprise Building
B. Building Momentum
C. Business Expansion
D. Starting Out
Answer: B
Explanation:
Reference:http://h17007.www1.hp.com/docs/justrightit/JustRightI
TSolutionGuide_r2.pdf(page 2)

NEW QUESTION: 4
Which topic string is NOT valid for a subscribing application
to get all messages about fresh fruit if a topic
tree exists with the following topic hierarchy: deli/fresh;
deli/fresh/fruit; deli/tinned/nuts; deli/tinned/meat?
A. deli/#
B. deli
C. deli/+/fruit
D. deli/fresh/fruit
Answer: B
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